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Abstract
This paper addresses the question of whether Web-based project learning can enhance EFL learners' motivation, improve their learning performance and initiate their active roles in electronic literacy development in a Chinese EFL context. Case study of a cross-cultural collaborative online writing project conducted in the fall semester of 1999 between 20 Chinese students at Suzhou University and 28 American students at Southern Polytechnic State University of Georgia forms the basis for discussion. Supported by descriptive data, the writer concludes that web-based learning projects do have potential in motivating EFL learners and bringing about positive learning effects, but the key still lies in how they are managed and supported by learners, teachers and administrators at all levels.

Introduction
According to the Semiannual Survey Report (CNNIC, Jan 2002), China's Internet users have soared to 33.7 million from 22.5 million a year ago. This fast growth has not only brought about sweeping changes to many facets of life but has also posed new challenges to China's university graduates as job hunters. More and more enterprises, especially foreign invested ones, require applicants to have both adequate English proficiency as is usually demonstrated by passing the national College English Tests (CET-4 and/or CET-6), and a new literacy termed "electronic literacy" (Shetzer, Warschauer, 2000). This mainly involves the ability to use computers and the Internet for on-line information search and electronic communication. The urgent need to prepare students for these future challenges has made it a priority to incorporate technology into university English teaching programs.

However, our short history of using computers in second and foreign language instruction has taught us that machines themselves do little to initiate learning. The power of the machine lies in how well it gets used and integrated into the daily classroom activities so as to bring about active thinking and action with language being both a tool and the target of the activity (Meskill, 1999). This kind of integrated teaching demands new ways of organizing the classroom. One effective
way seems to be project-oriented learning (e.g., Stoller, 1997), which satisfies a basic condition for language acquisition: social interaction. It is now widely agreed among educators and psychologists that students learn best when they carry out meaningful tasks and solve meaningful problems in an environment that reflects their own personal interests as well as the multiple purposes to which their knowledge will be put in the future (Collins, Brown, Newman, 1989). Recent research suggests web-based project learning, with student involvement in authentic challenging tasks as its core, have potential in enhancing learner motivation, improving learning performance and prompting positive changes in their roles in learning (e.g., Means, Olson, 1995; Debski, 2000; Warschauer et al, 2000). One large-scale survey study on motivational aspects of using computers for writing and communication found three common factors of student motivation, labeled communication, empowerment, and learning effects (Warschauer, 1996). This finding was supported by other researchers (e.g., Barson, Frommer, Schwartz, 1993; Brown, 1986; Thorn, 1997). As for the effects on students' learning performance, those most widely reported include facilitating authentic and purposeful communication, improving students' awareness of readers and fostering learners' critical thinking and problem-solving abilities (e.g., Chun, 1994; Feldman, 1995; Soh, Soon, 1991). Also reported by studies are changes in student roles such as from diligent acquirers of knowledge to responsible and creative agents taking over responsibility for the outcome of the course (e.g., Barson, Debski, 1996; Levy, 1997). Meanwhile, the very complexity of the project encourages students to become more open-minded, cooperative partners playing multiple roles in electronic literacy development (Warschauer et al., 2000).

In China, realizing the urgent need to help students develop the new literacy skills, an increasing number of college English teachers have started to integrate technology in their language teaching programs (e.g., Liu et al., 1998; Wen, Song, 1999; Zhao, 1999). A pilot study of a group of English majors in Suzhou University involved in the "Cities' Project" for international student communication, identified the potential of networking activities in optimising Chinese EFL learning environment from various aspects (see Gu, Xu, 1998).

However, the campaign to promote the new literacy development is by no means easy because of various economic, socio-cultural and educational factors. The high cost of hardware, software, connection charges, plus technical glitches like machine breakdowns and slow transmission speed make it a formidable task to implement web-based project learning in a Chinese EFL
classroom. The campaign is also slowed down by unfavourable educational factors, such as rigid curricula, exam-oriented teaching approach, and teachers’ lack of training in both computer literacy and project-oriented language teaching methodology. This situation is further complicated by people's attitudes of resistance and indifference, which can be attributed to traditional cultural values such as personal modesty, self-discipline and obedience to authority. A discouraging fact is little recognition or appreciation is given to electronic literacy advocates for their tremendous effort and contributions, although calls for ELT reform have been always appeared as headlines in the public media. Besides, as Chinese teachers and students have long been accustomed to the "spoon-fed" methods, many may feel uncomfortable with "student-centered" approaches such as project-oriented learning (Lynch, 2000). Thus, up till now the CALL research effort in China is mainly focused on the effects of technology, such as multimedia language learning software (e.g., Jia, 1999), while little understanding has been obtained toward the effects with technology, such as the effects of web-based learning projects. Therefore, whether the advocated merits of web-based project learning approach can shed light on Chinese EFL learners still remain questionable.

In an effort to get some insights into the complex realities, particularly Chinese EFL learners' perceptions of web-based language learning projects and the possible impacts on their learning process and product, a case study of a cross-cultural collaborative online writing project was conducted in the fall semester of 1999 at Suzhou University. The study aims to answer the following two questions:

RQ1. How do the participants perceive their experience of web-based project learning?
RQ2. What impacts do the cross-cultural collaborative online writing projects exert on learners' motivation, writing performance and roles in learning?

The Case Study

Participants
The participants of this study were 20 Chinese college students enrolled in a cross-cultural online writing project in collaboration with 28 American junior college students taking a selective course on Technical Communication. The Chinese participants were selected from a large group of interested sophomore and junior students from different schools of Suzhou University (SU), based on their English proficiency and computer literacy in addition to an entry interview. A
student demographic survey (Appendix A) shows these participants had an average of eight years of English learning experience. All of them had taken Band-4 of the national College English Test (CET-4)\(^2\) and the majority passed it with high scores. Three students even passed CET-6. In addition, all the participants had passed the provincial computer proficiency test and thus had some basic computer skills and a fair typing ability. Five participants had computers at home, but none of them had previous experience in web-based project learning, collaborative writing or direct contact with English speaking people online. An entry interview revealed that many students were drawn to this project by virtue of their personal interest in both English communication and computer skills. Others recognized international cross-cultural interactions as crucial to their broader professional and academic goals.

The setting and procedures
The project was conducted in a multimedia language lab in the School of Foreign Languages in the fall semester of 1999. There were 25 Pentium 100MHz PCs linked together to form an intranet that enabled an in-class email exchange, and also connected to the Internet via the campus network. However, due to cost concern and slow transmission, students' free access to the Internet was limited to about 2 hours a week, but they could access the computers and visit those selected websites in the public folder on the intranet during regular office hours in the daytime and twice a week in the evenings.

The cross-cultural technical writing project was initiated by Professor C. Barnum at Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU), Georgia, USA, based on her email communication with the writer and another teacher in Suzhou University. The purpose of this collaborative project was to provide the participants with an opportunity to practice authentic technical writing skills through project-oriented distance collaboration with their would-be business partners. Like their Chinese partners, 28 American participants were from different schools and majoring in different subjects other than language arts. The participants on both sides shared a similar requirement that they work in groups to conduct a series of investigations into the business opportunities or culture topics in China or in America. The final group product would be a research report to be presented orally in class in the form of webpages or PowerPoint slides to be shared with their partners on the other side. Two teachers from the College English Department of Suzhou University and two graduate students majoring in CALL research volunteered as facilitators (each acted as a tutor for
1-2 groups), with one teacher as the major contact person on China's side regarding project management. Chinese students and their facilitators met in the lab every Wednesday afternoon, two hours each. Mini-lectures on computer basics, technical writing and cross-cultural communication were given whenever necessary throughout the semester. The writer acted both as a researcher and a project consultant, helping with the project design, management and evaluation.

The collaborative writing project was divided into three stages: Preparation (two weeks), Collaboration (eight weeks), Presentation and evaluation (two weeks). In the Preparation stage, a short training was conducted regarding the project aims, email techniques and collaboration logistics. Chinese participants were divided into five groups of four based on their project interests. These groups were then paired with their American partners with similar or different research interests following their preferences. See Table 1 below:

Table 1: Collaborative Writing Project Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SU at Suzhou, China</th>
<th>SPSU at Georgia, USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chinese silk pajamas exhibition in Georgia</td>
<td>Marketing prospect of computer accessories in Suzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Marketing strategies of Suzhou freshwater pearls in Georgia</td>
<td>Import plan for Suzhou silk products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chinese restaurant in Georgia for food culture exchange</td>
<td>A study of China’s market needs for new-brand bicycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A study of American cultural values</td>
<td>Feasibility study of introducing Chinese snacks to Georgia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For convenience, Chinese students named their five groups as "Pajamas", "Pearl", "Restaurant", "Culture" and "Campus Life", while the Americans named theirs as "Silk", "Computer Accessories", "Bicycle", "Chinese Snacks" and "Mobile Phones". This paper reports research results about the participants on China's side only.

Collaboration started right after each group decided on their topics. The students were guided to communicate with their American partners via email, from self-introductions to gathering and providing information for their own projects and those of their American partners. They
researched their own topics in a step-by-step manner. They analyzed their tasks, distributed roles to each member, then carried out the investigation with the help of their American partners. They visited libraries, surfed the Net, evaluated the information collected and held intra-group and inter-group discussions on issues of common interest. They also helped each other in preparing research reports and in constructing webpages or PowerPoint slides for final presentations.

The presentation week is the climax of the whole project. The open-house multimedia presentation attracted a full room of over a hundred of teachers and students on campus. The best projects were selected and uploaded to the SudaCALL website. Evaluation was held the following week. All Chinese participants did self-assessment with checklists designed earlier for identifying new literacy skills learned through project work. Group comments were given to each member on their project participation, collaboration and contribution. Then a class discussion was held on overall gains and lessons to be learned.

**Data collection and analysis**

As major effects of this project-oriented approach is to be seen in its long-term efficacy, both quantitative and qualitative data were collected with the knowledge and permission of all the participants through surveys, participant observation, open-ended interviews, analysis of participants' email messages and other electronic texts.

**Surveys**

Student information was collected twice through the student demographic survey (Appendix A) in the beginning of the project and part two of an end-of-project CALL survey (Appendix B: Background information). Both asked questions related to student self-reported English learning efforts and self-rated computer skills. The results were collected and compared to see the students' skill development and behavior changes (see Table 5 in the "Findings" section). As two students were unable to take the CALL survey, only results of both surveys about the 18 students are presented here to make the analysis consistent.

Part one of the CALL Survey was made up of 35 items to be answered on a five-point Likert scale, with 5 being the highest score. Among them, five questions were designed to elicit the students' general perceptions of the whole project (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q32, Q35). The remaining 30 questions were designed on the basis of the three documented effects of CALL projects on
learner motivation, learning performance and their roles in learning as was discussed above. However, "writing performance" was used instead of "learning performance" as this project focuses specifically on writing. For convenience of observation and analysis, the three major effect constructs were further developed into 8 sub-constructs: (1) communication; (2) empowerment; (3) learning effect; (4) general writing behaviours; (5) information processing; (6) cross-cultural communication; (7) collaboration; (8) learner autonomy. The first three are motivational factors, the fourth to the sixth for writing performance, and the last two for roles in learning.

The responses to the first part of the CALL survey were calculated to get an overall mean for all students and all 35 questions. The mean score on a five-point Likert scale on each question for 18 students was calculated and compared with a hypothesized mean of 3 (representing a neutral score) using two-tailed t-tests. The significant level was set at p<.05 (see the full results in Appendix B). Next, in order to further see the relationship between the students’ perceptions of the CALL project and the three major effect constructs, a correlation analysis was also conducted.

**Participant observation**

Throughout the project, the writer visited the class frequently and maintained individual email contact with both facilitators and students. The nature of the writer's participation varied. I helped the students with their questions and discussed suggestions with facilitators. I also took extensive field notes about what I observed in and outside class. Facilitators kept observation notes too. All these were collected with explicit knowledge and permission of people involved.

**Open-ended interviews**

Open-ended interviews were conducted in various forms throughout the semester based on the major effect constructs we wanted to cover. Discussion was encouraged to learn about the issues considered important by the students. At the end of the project, five open-ended interview questions (Appendix C) were emailed to all students to gain further insights of their project experience. Each student responded by an email message.
Student writings

The students were required to save all their writings in the public folder on the intranet as well as on their floppy disks, including their journals, reports and email correspondences with group members, teachers and their American partners. These were collected at the end of the semester. 

The analysis of the qualitative data was an ongoing process and followed several steps. For my initial analysis, I grouped the data representing the different sources first and then reduced the data by coding them by the three above-mentioned major effect constructs based on my research reviews. I wrote extensive notes justifying my coding decisions and documenting any emerging data that could help describe and explain student perceptions of their project-oriented language learning with technology (RQ1). Every time a new theme was revealed, I would go back to the full data set and sort all my notes to enrich the interpretation of the identified impacts on student motivation, writing performance and their roles in learning (RQ2). In my analysis, I extensively drew on my own observations made as the project consultant. Sometimes I would seek additional feedback from facilitators and students by email or personal talks. While reflecting on the background of this project, some new themes emerged regarding some practical and organizational factors that either facilitated or constrained the implementation, which are discussed under the heading "Implications".

Findings

The survey data shows that the overall mean score for 18 students on all questions in part two of the CALL survey was 4.015. Among the individual questions, the most positive response, at a mean of 4.667, was given to Q3 and Q5. Next highest were Q25, Q27, Q22 (see Table 2).

Table 2: Questions with the highest mean scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q3. The project is not worth the time spent because it can not help me pass CET-6.</td>
<td>4.667*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. I enjoy using the computer to communicate in English with people around the world.</td>
<td>4.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q25. I help to decide on topics for discussion and writing.</td>
<td>4.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27. My opinions and suggestions were often neglected.</td>
<td>4.444*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q22. It is rather difficult for me to clear the misunderstandings caused by cultural differences.</td>
<td>4.444*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The mean scores marked with * are reverse coded.
To understand the impacts of the web-based learning project on the students' motivation, performance and roles in study, the average means and standard deviations (SD) of the three sub-constructs were calculated and listed in Table 3. The highest two are given to "communication" and "cross-cultural communication", which interestingly echoes the students' initial interest voiced unanimously in the entry interview. The lowest one is for "information processing", although it is still above the neutral score of 3.

Table 3: Overall means and standard divisions of main constructs and their components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Sub-constructs</th>
<th>Survey Qs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivational aspects</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>4, 5, 7, 8</td>
<td>4.245</td>
<td>.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>6, 13, 34</td>
<td>4.111</td>
<td>.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning effect</td>
<td>9, 14, 33</td>
<td>4.093</td>
<td>.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing performance</td>
<td>General writing behaviours</td>
<td>15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 31</td>
<td>4.040</td>
<td>.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information processing</td>
<td>10, 11, 12, 13</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross-cultural communication</td>
<td>20, 21, 22, 23</td>
<td>4.153</td>
<td>.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles in learning</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>27, 28, 29, 30</td>
<td>4.028</td>
<td>.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>24, 25, 26</td>
<td>4.024</td>
<td>.560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In examining the relationship between students' general perceptions and three major constructs, significant correlations (see Table 4 below) were found, which agree with our belief that the students' positive perceptions of the project directly lead to their active participation in their language learning activities. This also indicates that it is of great importance for students to psychologically accept a new pedagogical approach before it can be implemented successfully.

Table 4: General perceptions correlated with three major effect constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three major effect constructs</th>
<th>Correlation with general perceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>.862*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing performance</td>
<td>.614*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles in learning</td>
<td>.753*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

The results for the student demographic survey and part two of the CALL survey were compared to see the students' behavior changes (see the results in Table 5 below). The comparison indicates an obvious improvement in the students' familiarity with technology and frequency of writing in
English after the project. Not only do more students write journals and letters in English more frequently, but also their typing skills are obviously improved, and they tend to apply word processors, email, the Net more often than before. It is argued that the more the target skills get practiced, the greater the chance of improvement.

Table 5: Self-reported computer skills and writing practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typing</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Very good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11/0</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>3/0</td>
<td>15/8</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>9/0</td>
<td>7/0</td>
<td>2/18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Web</td>
<td>11/0</td>
<td>5/14</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal</td>
<td>14/0</td>
<td>3/10</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>9/3</td>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The number on both sides of "/" refer to the number of students made the choice before and after the project respectively.

By the end of the project, all the student writings, including their email exchanges, research drafts, reports, and presentation files were collected and calculated for the quantity of their language input and output. In the Collaboration period alone, every participant sent and received 2-3 messages weekly. On average, each group sent and received 24 emails with about 5,152 words to and from their American partners, in addition to 15 emails with 4,218 words on average for intra-group discussions. Their weekly progress reports and final research reports showed their group efforts in technical writing with 5,291 words on average. Compared with the average assignment of about three 150-word essays in one semester for their peers outside this project, the production level of these non-English majors is considered high. The improved sense of audience, richness in content and genres is more encouraging, which will be discussed in the following section.

Discussion

General perceptions

The results of the CALL survey support the view that students in general have positive perceptions of their web-based project work experience. One could argue that the higher-than-
neutral means are meaningless, since students might tend to answer positively on any survey. Yet this argument is undermined by the fact that even in those questions that were reverse coded students indicated a positive attitude toward their project learning experience. Typical is the case for Q3 ("The project is not worth the time spent on because it cannot help me achieve high score in CET-6"), which yields the highest mean of 4.667 among all 35 items. Together with other above-neutral high means for the related questions, the result indicates the students' strong belief in the long-term benefits of the web-based learning project and their changing attitude toward the traditional way of learning with a textbook, as was shown by the mean of 3.389 for Q2. The "Culture" group, for example, regarded this way of learning as being "more enjoyable and more rewarding than traditional teaching methods", which is also confirmed by the high mean of 4.278 for Q32, Q35 (4.278) and Q1 (4.056). This is supported by our daily observations that most participants treasured the opportunity to step away from their rigid classroom routine and move into this more flexible learning environment. It is also exemplified by responses to the first interview question, such as the following one:

In our normal English classes, teachers just give the lessons and we students only sit there to take some notes and do exercises. Then a class will be over. It is rather dull. Now it's different. There's a real task for us to drain our brains. It offers us a good chance to learn what we want to learn. So we feel responsible and interested in the project. (Ann, "Pearl" group)

**Motivational effects**

The participants' favorable perceptions of the web-based project work had exerted positive effects on their learning. The most obvious effect was an increase in motivation. However, it did not come from the novelty of computers alone, but from authentic and purposeful communication, sense of power and achievement gained through working with computers.

Among the eight effect constructs, Communication generated the highest mean of 4.245, which is echoed by one of the two highest means for Q5 ("I enjoy using the computer to communicate in English with people around the world") and other high means for the related questions. Students showed great enthusiasm toward authentic and purposeful long-distance cross-cultural communication. As Zhi from the "Campus Life" group wrote in her interim report, "I always long for opportunities to communicate with foreigners, however, the chances are rare in my daily life. In this project, my dream came true". The challenging group tasks played a key role in attaching a real purpose for students" communication. They motivated students to demonstrate
their "group wisdom" through in-depth studies. Wu from the "Pajama" group commented, "the tasks offered much room for us to exert our potential ability and creativity". Besides, computer networks made it less threatening for people to contact and give opinions. With the aid of computers, the students had more time to think, more ways to revise their writing and more chances to interact with a variety of audience. Obviously, this pressure-plus-pleasure atmosphere enhanced student enjoyment of, interest in, and attention to the communication activities.

High motivation became the major driving force to make the participants ready to spare much time and energy on the collaborative project. For example, to help their American partners with their research on promoting new-model mobile phones in Suzhou, the "Campus Life" group conducted a comprehensive market survey and reported back detailed information such as the price range for various foreign products, customer needs and even Chinese culture preferences to the lucky number of "8" and "6" (see Appendix D: Sample One). Similarly, the "Restaurant" group provided their American partners with 15 pieces of detailed advice to help with their study of China's market needs for new-brand bicycles. As Doris, their group leader reported, "Frances and James searched as much information as they could find, considered all related factors, discussed with each other and eventually came up with the appropriate answers. We are glad that our American friends are satisfied with our replies."

The empowering nature of the project really pushed our students to work with more engagement and responsibility. For example, to simulate a Chinese silk pajamas exhibition in Georgia, the "Pajamas" group set up their virtual company and named it Silklis Co. Ltd. Each member assumed a position as President, Vice President (VP) Marketing, VP Advertisement, VP Management. They collected information from their American partners about preferences of their target consumers to color, style and price. Then they designed their own products in three series, Clouds, Dragon and Paradise, with rich patterns showing the beauty of Chinese arts and also their understanding of the tastes of American people in different age, gender and economic conditions. They even worked out all the details for their three-day exhibition in Georgia, such as their TV show and the rent for their 1,600-square-meter exhibition hall! Liu, majoring in International Laws, wrote "It was challenging to be a market manager. I learned to communicate with my boss, to conduct marketing research. I feel like being a real businesswoman!".
Positive learning effects gained in the project further strengthened the students' self-esteem and autonomy. They were "learning by doing" and felt very proud of their achievement in computer skills, English writing and business knowledge. The following reflections are just among many:

Experience is the best teacher. Actually it is. Since I am majoring in Chinese Literature, doing business is fresh to me. During the three months' course, I have been working while studying. Before this project, I have never written an email to anyone, now I can write to my American partners whenever I wish. Before I knew nothing of how to run a company, now at least I know how to made advertisements of products. Before I think doing business is merely doing business, now I know that it is related to a lot of fields such as culture, psychology, aesthetics, etc. I feel what I gained is more than what I expected. (Darrance, "Pajamas" group)

I'm lucky to be a member of our project.... I think I've been making rapid progress in many aspects. It goes without saying that excellent skills of operating computers and a good grasp of English language are among the most essential abilities for we modern youngsters in the changing world. This project provides us with a precious opportunity to learn more in the two fields. (Doris, "Restaurant" group)

The high means for Q13 (4.111), Q14 (4.222), Q 34 (4.167) and Q 33 (4.111) also clearly indicate their sense of accomplishment and confidence in applying new literacy skills to real problem-solving outside of campus. As Zhu from the "Pearl" group wrote, "We learned much about marketing, advertisements, tariff and international law. I think if we will do business in the future, our practice in the project will benefit us a lot".

**Improved writing performance**

In this project, what I gained most is I improved my business writing ability. At first I don't know what I should say, and I can't find many word to write and I had difficulty in communicating with my American friends. Now I am fell [feeling] freer when I write to them. (Jim, "Pajamas" group)

Most of our participants had had little training in English writing, let alone technical writing. If they had some training at all, that was usually putting on paper grammatically correct sentences in the form of translation. Although some participants learned about essay writing in order to pass the CET-4, their attention was paid only to the basic structure and accuracy rather than using the language for genuine communicative purposes. It was found that this CALL project has brought changes to the nature of the students' writing with respect to purpose, audience, genres and medium; and thus corresponding changes were observed in their writing behaviors, especially in their sense of audience, increased language exposure and output, new skills in information-processing and cross-cultural communication.
**Sense of audience**

With a real goal and a genuine task to write for an actual audience, the students were found actively putting their minds together in their project design and product construction. They showed more creativity, better presentation skills and improved thoughtfulness about the needs and interests of their target audience. The above-mentioned "Campus Life" group's long survey report to their American partners about the mobile phone market in Suzhou is a good example. Students' improved sense of readers is also echoed by the high mean of 3.944 for Q19.

Another example. At first the "Pajamas" group took it for granted that the American partners knew some popular Chinese terms, such as the PC trademark *Legend*. After getting the responses, they learned that writing such terms without an explanation might hinder their communication. Since then they always analyzed the audience and the purpose for each of their email correspondence or report. As Xu wrote in her interim report: "Now I begin to be conscious of who I'm writing to and how what I'm writing will be reacted to". Such awareness of readers is regarded as an important skill and it is believed that students' increased consideration of readers can enhance the power of their writing (Means, Olson, 1995).

In a traditional writing class, students always feel afraid and inferior for they tend to assume that their audience is the teacher, who usually knows far more and who usually pays more attention to students' grammatical errors (Shi, 1999). Therefore they write with fear. Now with a real and varied audience in this project, many participants reported: "I'm not afraid of writing anymore, sometimes even eager to write down what I'm thinking about" (Francis), "I'm actually writing or typing my thoughts out faster and smoother" (Darrance). They even believed this project had "enhanced the clarity and creativity" in their writing, as was seen by the high mean of 4.385 for Q31.

**Language exposure and output**

While completing all kinds of tasks, students expanded their language exposure through a variety of sources, such as the Web, the teacher, group and classroom discussion. Email correspondence, in particular, facilitated their language acquisition. It is observed that the students enjoyed picking up language and other skills while communicating with their more proficient American partners. As Wu from the "Pajamas" group put it:
It is really fascinating working with my partners. I have learned a lot that can never be learned through books. What's more, I'm in a lower grade, which means I have less experience than my partners. So surely, I can absorb fresh ideas, knowledge and experience from them. This project is absolutely good for me, I think.

One interesting example is at one point some idiomatic expressions were found appearing simultaneously in several students' email messages, such as "land a job" and "have a good day and keep smiling". When traced back to the sources, they were all found from their American partners. The language learned in this meaningful context tends to be candid and heartfelt, as is illustrated below:

The e-mails from American friends are especially helpful for me to grasp new words, because they are rich in vivid words and phrases. By reading them and meeting them so often, I got to understand them without checking the dictionary and even got to use them properly. (Zhi, "Campus Life" group)

When I first encountered the word *terrific* while reading a mail from my American friend, I thought the word was of the same meaning as *terrible*. However, the mail showed that he was excited. Then I looked it up in my electronic dictionary and found the exact meaning of the word. It is really *terrific* to grasp vocabulary in this way! (Zhu, "Pearl" group)

Parallel to this language exposure and acquisition is the increased language output. Several students declared that their writing quantity in the project was much more than what they had done in the past two or three years of college study. Our statistics show every participant wrote over 5,000 words on average throughout the semester, which is almost ten times more than their campus peers not in this project. And every group produced a research report of over 3,000 words, which "...is something I never dreamed we could do it and what we feel most proud of!", as Miss Wu put it.

One would argue that increased language output does not necessarily mean the actual improvement of writing quality or writing skills. Yet this argument is weakened by the fact that the student use of new genres and rich content in their accumulated electronic texts does demonstrate expanded writing abilities that go far beyond the measurability of any standardized writing test. In addition to email messages for various formal and informal communication purposes, they learned to construct multimedia presentations, of which they had no experience before. They also practiced all kinds of technical writing skills, such as survey, marketing plan, advertisement, work report and memorandum. They even designed trademarks, catalogues and advertisement for their virtual companies. Their writings went far beyond simple chatting, and either illustrated their final solutions to the problems under study or elaborated on their insights
into the socio-cultural differences between the two peoples. Despite some inter-language characteristics, those writings obviously showed joint painstaking efforts in the revision regarding grammar, diction and tone. This again confirms the view that writing competence develops not through accretion of small chunks of knowledge, but through immersion in the experience of inquiring, reflecting and writing about issues and ideas (Palmquist et al., 1998).

**Information processing**

It is now widely accepted that the active processing of information is of vital importance for the development of advanced skills of comprehension, composition, reasoning and experimentation (Collins, Brown, Newman, 1989). The ability to elicit, evaluate, interpret, analyze and present information has become critical to success in today's information-rich society. Backed by this constructivist view, the web-based learning project provided opportunities for the participants to practice various information processing skills in the meaningful contexts. However, this brand new active learning skill proved very demanding on the Chinese participants who tended to believe whatever is stated in books or online. This accounts for the lowest mean (3.750) for this sub-construct of Information Processing. Traditional cultural values, such as "obedience to authority", was reflected by their "take-for-granted" attitude in the data analysis period. As one student reported, "We usually take for granted the information from American partners, for they're native speakers."

Nevertheless, some improvement was observed, especially in the ability of asking for information, as shown by the high mean of 4.111 for Q13. Right after selecting topics deemed "pursuit-worthy", all groups set out collecting relevant information. They visited libraries, searched the Net, but most data came from their American partners. In the process they found their partners' responses largely depended on the clarity of their messages asking for information. So they spent a lot of time discussing how to ask good questions. Zhu from the "Pearl" group described:

We made our investigation mainly by asking questions to the American partners. After we got their feedback I found that our original plan was too simple and abstract. There are too many questions but I know they can't answer all of them. So we pick up the questions concerning the most important market information and try to ask them in a clearer way. This way we got valuable results.

Another example is the "Restaurant" group's well-designed "Poll" distributed to their potential American customers. Their good "to-the-point" questions elicited quite some useful responses,
such as one below:

Here're some answers to your questions:

1. Americans eat in a hurry. Everything must be quick and convenient.
2. There are many Chinese restaurants in Atlanta. To give your Chinese restaurant in Atlanta an advantage would be to serve your food hot and spicy.
3. You can set up your restaurant near a mall. The shopping malls provide a lot of foot traffic. There will be a lot of potential customers in and around malls.

(Evans & Lynn, personal communication, November 4, 1999)

With all the rich data collected, this group finally completed an effective research report as was viewed by their American partners. Their web pages with vivid illustrations for each type of Chinese food and interesting background introductions to Chinese food culture attracted comments as "I like your Oriental Food Garden…made me mouth-watering", "If there's really such a Chinese restaurant in Georgia, I'm sure the first to go." However, when reflecting on the page-making process, the students realized the distracting effect of the fancy multimedia tools online and the importance of more attention to content.

During the process the students believed that they practiced their critical thinking and problem-solving skills too, which was shown by the high mean (4.333) for Q12 (This project encourages me to think and investigate more before writing.) Again Zhu's report is typical:

I could not understand why the pearl market is not very competitive while there is a large group of consumers. I had discussed it with many people who gave me various answers. For example, Dream considered it possible because of the antidumping policy of the American customs. While Alfred gave me another suspicion that maybe the Americans are not very interested in pearls which seems a little bit too 'cheap' to the ladies. I have sent more questions to our partners to find more satisfying answers.

This shows the thinking and intra-group discussion process the student went over before making inter-group inquiries to the American partners. In fact, the authentic, complex tasks stimulated active learning. The students explored ideas and bodies of knowledge, not in order to pass some test but to understand the phenomena more deeply and search for information they need for the project.

**Cross-cultural communication**

Just as they expected, the students' frequent interactions with American partners have promoted their critical awareness of cultural differences and improved their understanding of writing as a social and collaborative act. This is confirmed by the second highest mean (4.153) for this sub-
construct. The students learned from their American partners much cultural knowledge such as American holidays, education system and so on. An email from Jared to the "Culture" group is a good example. In his message, Jared not only introduced Americans' values and beliefs in liberty and individualism, but also drew Chinese students' attention to the pluralism of American culture and offered good advice (see Appendix D: Sample Two).

As the students learned more about the cultural differences, they tried to handle them properly in their daily communication with their partners. For example, when Mei from the "Culture" group was drafting a message on family structure, she wrote, "I think the old people should [italics added] live with one of their sons or daughters, or they will feel lonely." As it was first shared with her facilitator and group members, this view was immediately caught attention and an in-class discussion was held. They realized that this kind of assertion might cause cultural conflicts and that they should respect others' way of life and social practices. From then on, all the students in the class paid closer attention to the cultural differences, and became more culture sensitive in their daily communications. For example, as the "Restaurant" group learned that in the United States there was usually some reward for answering a survey, they included such a statement: "In return, you will have twenty percent off if we have the great honor to serve you in the first month of our Oriental Food Garden." In today's society where global communication increases at an accelerated rate, such cultural awareness and command of some strategies to tackle cultural differences are invaluable (Sayer, 1993).

As a result, the students' increased awareness of potential readers, cultural differences and the importance of information processing lent them more chances to write effectively in English. Considering their increased writing speed, enlarged vocabulary, expanded genres and presentation skills, it can be generally believed that the students' writing performance has improved, though further studies need to be conducted for more evidences and new evaluation procedures have to be devised for capturing the complex writing competencies developed in project-oriented CALL activities.

**Changed roles in learning**

It was observed that in this networked learning environment where students were busy working on their own project, the teacher's role underwent a significant shift from a knowledge giver to a facilitator. The students took over the responsibility for their own learning and for producing
finished products that meet high standards. Thus, they became more active and autonomous learners. This was seen in their daily performances as well as by the third highest mean (4.500) for Q25 (“I help to decide on topics for discussion and writing”) and the other high means for the related questions. Just as Lu put it, "We have a sense of authority in the project because it is we who decided the topics and subtopics and planned how to carry out the whole project."

What is more, the very complexity of the tasks seemed to have led the participants to collaborative work, resulting in greater emphasis on teamwork and collaboration skills. It was frequently observed in the student email exchanges that after one student contributed an idea, others commented on it and offered some new opinions. In so doing, the students actually collaborated to bring thought-structures into being through online writing. Typical is the working style described below:

Whenever I have any suggestion about the project, I e-mail it to Jim, our group leader first. After he has read it, he will decide whether it is useful or not. If it is, he will e-mail the idea to everyone and we will have a discussion about it. Then he will give each of us some task around the idea considering our individual abilities. This kind of group work is effective and helps us a lot. (Liu, "Pajamas" group)

In fact the supportive network helped the emergence of a learning community in which the teacher was not the only source of knowledge. Students learned from each other, shared what they knew and worked together toward their common goals. Collaboration, not competition, and communication, not isolation, was set as the tone from the start of the project. The report from "Restaurant" group is an example:

We four, Sonja, Frances, James and I didn't know each other before, but these days we have been getting along well with each other. We divided the tasks but we are a union. If one is in trouble, others will doubtlessly give their hands.… For a university student, one of the most essential qualities is the ability to know how to be a part of a union. That means to work with others both at home and abroad.

I think this "Business Writing" project has helped us a lot in this aspect.

Also in the process the students learned to bring out everyone's potential to the fullest and making everyone an indispensable contributor. A good example is all the students in their groups either took specific positions in their virtual companies, such as president, marketing manager, advertising manager and so on, or each researched a subtopic to be merged into their final group product. One of the highest voices from the interview data is their satisfaction with cooperation and collaboration. Some claimed, "team spirit was one of the main rewards of participating in this project" (Harry). American students' help was highly appreciated by the students too, because "they not only provided a large amount of important information, but also set us good
working and language models. For example, they first emailed us their questionnaire. We just followed their example." (Anne)

However, our further analysis generated different opinions on collaboration from students on both sides. For example, several American students expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of immediate response from their Chinese partners, while the latter complained about the lack of interest of their American partners in sharing their project work. The data reveals several causes of the problem. The most obvious one is Chinese students' limited access to the Internet. It also has to do with different class schedules and opposite time zones which made "immediate response" very difficult. Another finding is although most Chinese students were eager to communicate with American partners, their lower level of language proficiency and inadequate cultural knowledge often became obstacles to their effective communication. This affected the enthusiasm of American participants to engage in more detailed discussion with their Chinese partners (Barnum, personal communication, January 16, 2000). It also explains low interest on both sides in continued personal communication after the project. As Vicky, one of the facilitators reported:

> A large number of them believe the personal "bond" in the project has not been fully developed…. They gave the American students high comments…unanimous in believing that they wouldn't have done their projects so well without the help of the American students, but they feel that they don't have much to share with the American students when the project is over."

Although opinions varied, it is possible to extract several factors that seem to have positively affected the student attitudes, learning performances and roles. Firstly, the students viewed their group projects as personally meaningful. Secondly, they appreciated new computer-assisted learning environment which are not available in their normal classrooms. Thirdly, they perceived English and information technology as a new and inseparable means to achieve success in their future career and personal development. "Dual benefits" were reported as the greatest motivator.

**Implications and conclusion**

Project-oriented learning with authentic and challenging tasks as its core is not a totally new idea. It certainly also applies to language and writing classes which is taught without wired computers. However, there are several additional themes on this point that emerge from our observations and data analysis. First of all, CALL researches (e.g., Debski, 2000) indicate that technology can be a double-edged sword in project-oriented classes. A wired computer helps bring the outside world
into the classroom by providing an easier access to a vast amount of authentic material and by allowing opportunities for authentic communication and publishing. But without proper guidance, it can also be an amazing distraction. For example, some students under study were so thrilled by the fancy tools for designing web pages that they tended to spend too much time on the appearance of the pages. On such occasions, the teacher needs to emphasize what matters more is their content. Furthermore, students should be guided to use a full range of medium-appropriate rhetorical styles incorporating texts and graphics to present the information effectively. Similarly, email has its own particular rhetorical features, and students should be guided to learn and practice those features as well (Warschauer, 1999).

Secondly, project-oriented work prompts changes in teacher and student roles, whether it is supported by computers or not. However, computers are highly compatible with this change (Means, Olson, 1995). On the one hand, they facilitate students' autonomous learning by allowing many more students to actively process information than teacher-led lessons; on the other hand, they support teachers' coaching role by providing a readily viewable display of students' work and the capability for the students and teacher to jointly generate, try out and evaluate alternative approaches. But this optimal use of computers will not come by itself. It depends on conditions such as computer literacy level of the users and their beliefs about their roles in learning and teaching. This means this project might not work at all with a different group. Besides, as project work usually spills over boundaries of time and space, it highlighted the importance of availability of wired computers and adequate technical support. This might explain, for example, the strong complaints from both Chinese and American participants about the limit of Internet access and the lack of immediate responses. Consequently, this project brought about several new computer classrooms in some schools and the expansion of the multimedia language lab in the School of Foreign Languages in Suzhou University.

Thirdly, due to substantial workload attached to this project-oriented collaborative writing project, the ways in which the student efforts are recognized would affect their attitudes to the project. Similarly, project work demands more time and commitment of the teacher, so how administrators and colleagues judge the project value would affect teachers' enthusiasm about their future implementations. All this might account for the end-of-semester frustration (coupled with the overall satisfaction with the group products), as much of the efforts was not recognized by academic credits for the participants, nor by any form for the facilitators.
Obviously, the support structure should be built top down from the state policy makers to educational administrators at various levels covering project fund, teacher training and curriculum assessment. Effective guidelines should be formulated for properly evaluating and rewarding those whose contributions advance our understanding of the field (CALICO, 2001).

To conclude, this case study supports the proposition that web-based project learning has the potential in motivating Chinese EFL learners, improving their writing performance and initiating their active roles in the "new literacy" development. However, as the report draws heavily from interpretive data, it does not claim much generalizability. The goal here is to attempt to describe the project process, product and student experiences in this particular Chinese EFL learning context. The results presented in this paper attempt to stimulate thinking by more experienced CALL researchers into how a more appropriate application of project-oriented CALL might be gradually incorporated into university English teaching programs in developing countries such as China, and how such efforts could be better assessed and appreciated. In particular, I should point out several constraints about this study. First, only a small number of Chinese EFL colleges students were involved in this project. And the fact that they were selected for their enthusiasm, higher level of computer literacy and English proficiency suggests difficulties for a normal college English class to achieve the similar effect. Secondly, this project puts an important focus on technical writing. Those with an emphasis on academic writing or oral communication skills might face different challenges for learning with technology. Thirdly, the writer's first experience of playing a double role of a researcher and project consultant leaves the results open for question and further study.

Despite these limitations, it is the writer’s hope that issues raised in this study (in particular the urgent need for electronic literacy and project-oriented approaches that help shape its development) will likely be applicable to other students facing the same challenges of global English and information technology. An optimal EFL learning environment enhanced by web-based project learning is something not imaginable in a traditional setting. However, this is not to say that all Chinese EFL learning needs to be, or should be web-based or project-oriented. Rather, I emphasize project work because I see it as an essential part of the thinking behind our language teaching reform in today's China. Just as we should not throw out the baby together with the bath water, we need not stop conducting language skills practice while trying to make the classroom more stimulating, student-centered places for language learning and the new
literacy development.

Notes

1. Acknowledgement: This research was supported in part by a grant from the Ministry of Education in China. I would like to thank Professor Carol M. Barnum for her guidance of the project, Li Xiangyi, Zhu Minhua, Jin Lin and Chen Gao for assistance, and Mark Warschauer and Nick Noakes for helpful comments on the draft of the paper.

2. College English Test (CET) has been administrated as a national English test given by the Ministry of Education since 1987. Every year, more than 2 million Chinese college students take CET. It consists of two proficiency tests namely CET-4 and CET-6, with the latter compared to the highest level of a Japanese national English test named STEP-1 (Society for Testing English Proficiency) (See Yang, Weir, 1998: 151-162).

3. SudaCALL website (http://call.suda.edu.cn/stuprojects/index.htm) with 8 sections of learning and teaching resources based on Suzhou University campus network, is created and maintained by a core of teachers and students interested in CALL.
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Appendix A: Student Demographic Survey

Your name: ___________ Age: ________
Your sex: ___________ Years of learning English in school: ______
Do you have a computer at home? ______
If yes, when did you buy it and what was your initial purpose of buying it?
Please rate your typing ability: Poor___ Fair ___ Good ____ Very good ____
I have taken some courses about computers. (Y/N) ______
I have got the Computer Proficiency Test Certificate for C-1 _______C-2_______
How you ever used a computer to do the following things?
   Word processing: a lot____ a little _____ never ____
   Sending Email: a lot____ a little ____ never____
   Surfing World Wide Web: a lot _____ a little __ never____
How often do you write the following things in English?
   Journal/Diary:
       Very often___ Often___ A few times/month____ Never____
   Letters to your friends and/or family:
       Very often___ Often___ A few times/month____ Never____
English grade: In CET-4____ In CET-6____
What draws you to this project and what do you expect to learn from it?

________________________________________________________________________

Appendix B: Student CALL Survey*

Part I: Please choose a number (1-5) on the right margin to indicate your true feeling and opinions about the statement on the left. Thanks for your cooperation.
1=strongly disagree 2=disagree 3=neutral 4=agree 5=strongly agree

1. This project has helped develop my comprehensive competence. (4.056**)
2. In the project, I often get confused about what to do next and prefer to have some clearly stated learning materials like a text book. (3.389**)
3. The project is not worth the time spent on because it cannot help me achieve high score in CET-6. (4.667 when reverse coded)
4. The task that our group works on has increased my interest in communicating in English. (4.200**)
5. I enjoy using the computer to communicate in English with people around the world. (4.677**)
6. I am afraid that I cannot express myself clearly in my email writing. (4.056 when reverse coded)
7. I feel more confident and comfortable to join discussion via computer. (4.111**)
8. Discussing my ideas and writings with others online is an enjoyable experience. (4.000**)
9. I am proud of what our group has achieved. (3.944**)
10. I have improved my skills in inquiring information in the project. (3.667**)
11. After some information being collected, I often think whether it is reliable and acceptable. (2.889)
12. This project encourages me to think and investigate more before writing. (4.333**)
13. I now know better about how to effectively ask for information. (4.111**)
14. Email communication in the project has enabled me to write faster. (4.222**)
15. While writing, I try to organize my thoughts in an orderly way and write them down as clearly as possible. (4.167**)
16. I tend to do more editing of my writings in the project. (3.944**)
17. Comments from my classmates are very helpful for improving my writings. (3.500**)
18. I pay more attention to grammar than to content while writing in the project. (4.389 when reverse coded)
19. Through this project, I become more aware of my potential readers. (3.944**)
20. While writing, I always keep the cultural differences in mind. (3.778**)
21. The email communication has improved my confidence in communicating with people from different cultures. (4.111**)
22. It is rather difficult for me to clear the misunderstandings caused by cultural differences. (4.444 when reverse coded)
23. The email communication with foreign partners has improved my understanding of other cultures. (4.278**)
24. I have given more responsibility for my own learning. (4.222**)
25. I help to decide on topics for discussion and writing. (4.500**)
26. I can do what suits my own way of learning. (3.500**)
27. My opinions and suggestions were often neglected. (4.444 when reverse coded)
28. I feel I am part of what is going on in the group. (3.778**)
29. I trust American partners to act responsibly. (3.500**)
30. I trust group members to act responsibly. (4.389**)
31. The computer-assisted writing project has enhanced the clarity and creativity in my English writings. (4.385**)
32. The project provides an effective way to learn English. (4.278**)
33. I feel more confident to use language to solve similar problems in daily life. (4.111**)
34. Learning to write with a computer gives me a feeling of accomplishment. (4.167**)
35. I enjoy this writing project. (4.278**)
* Means of responses are listed in parentheses.
** Significantly better than a hypothetically neutral score of 3 at p<.05

Part II: Background information
Do you have a computer at home now? ______
If yes, when did you buy it and what was the initial purpose for you to buy it?

Please rate your present typing ability:

Poor ___ Fair ___ Good _____ Very good ____

How often did you use a computer to do the following things in the project?

- Word Processing: a lot ____ a little_____ never ___
- Sending Email: a lot ____ a little_____ never ___
- Surfing World Wide Web: a lot ____ a little____ never ___

How often do you write the following things in English?

- Journal/Diary
  - Very often___ Often___ A few times/month ____ Never _____
- Letters to your friends and/or family:
  - Very often___ Often___ A few times/month ____ Never _____

Do you want to keep such writing habits? Y/N____

Appendix C: End-of-Project Interview Questions

1. What have you learned most from the project? How is this experience different from that in a traditional classroom?
2. What are some difficulties or problems did you have in doing your project? Who and what helped you solve the problems?
3. How did you organize the work in your group? Are you satisfied with the cooperation within your own group and collaboration with your American partners? Explain.
4. In what way do you think technology helps or hinders your project-oriented writing and communication activities?
5. If you have a chance to participate in a similar project, what would you suggest for improvement?

Appendix D: Student Email Samples

Sample One: Outgoing message (From the “Campus Life” group in Suzhou to their American partner “Mobile Phone” group in Georgia, USA)

To: Stephanie
From: Lu Lihong
Cc: s7104016@suda.edu.cn, s8090053@suda.edu.cn, 97c3046@suda.edu.cn
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 1999 08:03:02 PM
Subject: A survey report

Hi, Stephanie. I am so surprised and glad to hear from you so soon. We are allowed not only on Wed. afternoon but also in the evening to use computer lab. I will check my e-mail box more often than before. Yesterday, Zhi Xinglei and I went to the downtown to do a survey on its mobile phone market. We visited China Telecommunications and many other companies. We got a lot of information about it. Here is our report:

A LARGE MARKET
China has a population of 1.2 billion, but only 20 million have mobile phones. With the improvement of living conditions, I believe there will be more and more people who can afford it. Suzhou's China Telecommunications Company has 200 new users per month.

PRODUCT AND PRICE
There are many foreign producers in the Chinese mobile phone market. Motorola, Nokie and Ericsson are famous trademarks. Here is a list in the order of Make, Country, Model, Price (RMB). Due to limit of space, the writer cut short the long list of foreign products in the original message.:
Motorola, America, variety, 1000 ~ 6000
Nokia, Finland, variety, 1000 ~ 6000

[...]
CUSTOMERS AND THEIR REQUIREMENT
In china, most of those who have mobile phones are adults from 20 to 30 years old. Many young people want very much to have one but they haven't enough money. There are few students who have them on campus. When customers select a mobile phone, they will first consider its appearance. They want it to be smaller and
more beautiful. Most of them select the color of black. This is maybe because of their ages. And black is a staid color. Then they will consider its quality of communication and the time of electricity using. (Mobile phones need charging, don't they?)

SECOND-HAND MOBILE PHONES
Some people buy secondhand mobile phones if they have not enough money, because their price is always within RMB1000. Some secondhand goods are old models but are not used before, such as model 87c. Its original price is about RMB1500, but now is sold at only RMB800.

OTHER THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
In China, if you want to use a mobile phone, you have to apply a number from a certain mobile phone service net and need to pay much money including money paid for a number. The average expense is RMB790. But if the number is bad (for example, the number includes "4", which is regarded to be able to bring bad luck to the owner), you only need to pay RMB340. If the number is better, such as those including "8","6", you need to pay more than RMB790. The highest expense is more than RMB4000.
Chinese mobile phone is charged at both ends. You will pay 5 mao (one yuan has ten mao) per minute if you have short distance call, and pay 1.2 yuan if you have a long distance call.
This is the result of our investigation. Do you have any other questions or something puzzled? Please let me know. And I also want to know something about American mobile phone. Would you please tell me?

Best wishes,
Lu Lihong (from the "Campus Life" group)

---

Sample Two: Incoming message (From the "Snacks" group in Georgia to their Chinese partner "Culture" group in Suzhou, China)

From: Jared <sawb@iname.com>
To: Jessie <97c5025@suda.edu.cn>
Cc: <sloyd1125@aol.com>; <judidark@aol.com>; <kelisbutterfly@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 12, 1999 2:37 AM
Subject: American Culture

Dear Jessie:
First please accept my apologies for the delay in sending this letter. This is but one of the many projects I am working on right now. I am very busy, but I am managing to hold things together okay. I hope everything is going well with you.

As luck would have it, today is one of our American holidays. This one doesn't have a large celebration with it, but it is important nonetheless. Today is Columbus Day, marking this discovery of North America in the year 1492 CE by Christopher Columbus. Incidentally, the discovery was an accident. He was searching for a faster way to East Asia. As you are aware, it is a long way from here to your home in East Asia.

I believe you will find your study of American Culture and values very interesting. *The United States has a rich heritage, and borrows much from different cultures. One of the things you may not be aware of is that Americans share many social and cultural traditions and values, much of our traditions and values vary from person to person. Our beliefs and values are shaped by our families, popular culture, ethnic heritage, and individual personality [italics added].*

Because there are so many values and beliefs in America, I have asked each of my group members to take a few moments to respond to some of your questions. This will allow you broader insight into our culture and lives. Keep in mind, however, that these are still but a few of the many ideologies, beliefs, values, and traditions that make up American society.

I would like to share some of my values and beliefs with you. *Our country and government was founded on the idea of liberty [italics added]. Liberty is the idea that people should be free to live their lives completely as they choose so long as they do not harm the rights of another person. As I said before, there are many beliefs. In America, we usually place these beliefs on a scale from left to right. On the left, there is complete security. The government makes all decisions on the assumption that the government will do what is fair and right for all. On the right is complete freedom. There is no government influence at all. The idea of liberty is closer to the right. Those who believe in liberty believe that there should be*
government, but they believe the major purpose of government is secure the rights of all people. This prevents a majority from taking rights away from a minority. Our system of government does reflect many of the views of the majority, but it protects minorities.
I believe strongly in the idea of liberty. I believe our country has been successful because of its people, not its government. I believe that when you give ordinary people the power to make their own decisions, they can do great things. I think capitalism has allowed our people to prosper. I think our freedom of speech and expression has allowed us to engage in meaningful debate that solves many of our problems. I believe that citizens who are allowed to own and use firearms has prevented aggression from those who seek to take our freedom away.
Again, these are just some of my political values. There are a great many who share my beliefs, and many who do not. However, in our society we are allowed to engage in debate on all of these ideas, therefore we can solve our problems using the collective wisdom of our people. I have many views on many issues, and I will share with you on anything that you wish. Ask me questions and I will answer. While politics are important to Americans, we also have other values and beliefs. Many of these are spiritual. Many of our holidays and traditional celebrations reflect different spiritual beliefs. While these celebrations are common to many, each family and person has their own uniqueness to add to the festivity.
We also have celebrations unique to our country. There is our Independence Day which marks the anniversary of our declaring independence from Great Britain. There are days like Memorial Day where we honor our fallen soldiers who died preserving our liberty. In fact, we have more holidays than I can count right here, so again, feel free to ask more questions.
Just remember our culture is based on the individual [italics added]. We do many things the same as a people, but we believe in the value of a person. Every person is not the same, but just as important. We do not always agree (even with our politicians...our President, for instance, I think is a complete idiot who has greatly damaged our society), but we still manage to prosper.
I hope I have helped a little with what you wanted. If you have any questions about what I said or additional questions please feel free to ask. This assignment is so exciting to me I will be glad to help you in any way possible.

Sincerely,
Jared (from the "Snacks" group)